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WH0LE F00D UlTAMlNS.-----The Foundation of Health
At our office, we believe that given the proper nutritionr lour body has the amazing capabili$
of healing & keeping itself healthy.
We also helieve that nutrition should be indiuidualized to meet each patienfs needs. For these reasons a
many more, we primarily recommend Standard Process supplements, formulated following the whole food philosophy.

labels Can Be (onfusinq.

Many people take a multivitamin. Eatinq a diet rich in whole foods

is

the best wav to

qet vour vitamins and maintain health. Often our busy lifestyles and the standard American diet can leave us lacking many

important nutrients. 5upplements made with whole food ingredients can help bridge this nutritional gap.

Cheaper supplements purchased in retail store often use less absorbable sourres of nutrients These
are often artificially created and fiactionated vitamins and minerals which tan and do affect absorption.

q

tf sepamte vitamins are listed ond not a whole food, this can indicote an ortificially made nutrient.

Standard Process delivers whole food inoredients derived from whole foods, includinq carot root.
lfs a combination of thesefoods, notjusta sinqh component, that ptovides the vitamins, minerals,
and micronutdentsyou need to help maintain optimal health.
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to Supplement. Standard Process Supplement Company. Preparation is key
Qualig
to preservation of nutrients. Since 1929, Standard Procesr has been the visionary leader
whole food nutrient solutions.
From Seed

Dedicated tothe whole food philosophy of our founder, Dr. Royal Lee, our goal is to carry on his mission to provide nutrients
for the body that are as close as possible to how they are found in nature.
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prodqcts include foods that are prepared in a way that safequards their nutritional value.
The maiority of these ingredients are qrown locally on our certified orqanicfarm.
We use no synthetic ingredients.

These highly complex combinations contain a variety of elements designed to support the body's healthy balance.
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